
British Canoeing & British Canoeing Lifeguards - Joint Communication (January 2022)

British Canoeing Lifeguards have existed as part of British Canoeing since 1991 as a discipline committee

with responsibilities delegated by the board and laid out in their terms of reference. Committee

members are all dedicated volunteers who continue to put in an immense amount of effort around the

work Lifeguards do.

The time is now right to make some changes to the way in which qualifications are offered by the British

Canoeing Lifeguards committee. Key volunteers from the committee, alongside senior members of staff

from British Canoeing have been jointly working, over the past few months, to identify a new way

forward. This new approach takes into account the existing qualifications, content and expertise from

the Lifeguards Committee in vital work areas of safety and first aid and moves this into the British

Canoeing Awarding Body (BCAB) suite of coaching qualifications and leadership awards. The aim of this

move is to take the strengths of both parties to review, develop and create up to date awards and

qualifications that build on the existing ones.

The Background

As part of the 2017 -2021 ‘Stronger Together’ Strategic Plan, British Canoeing set out to review all

qualifications and awards. To date, this has resulted in:

- Establishing appropriate levels of governance to ensure compliance with our regulators and

expectations from the community

- Setting an educational philosophy

- Review, redesign and launch of coaching qualifications, leadership and personal performance

awards.

This created a new approach to the way the BCAB managed and administered its qualifications and

awards, of which higher levels of governance and quality assurance were adopted in line with the our

qualifications on the regulated framework.

These changes included robust recruitment, training and standardisation of providers as well as ensuring

blended learning opportunities for learners. These changes have been widely supported providing

credibility and confidence in BCAB qualifications and awards.

The Future

In light of the work of British Canoeing centrally over the past 4 years the joint discussions between key

lifeguards volunteers and British Canoeing focussed on the outcomes of a recent review of the safety

awards. The review recommends aligning the suite of safety based qualifications to the BCAB

educational philosophy, to raise and improve safety awareness and education.

The following transition stages of the Lifeguards awards have been discussed and agreed:

1. Qualifications would become the responsibility of both the BCAB and Delivery Centres from the

31st March 2022.

2. Within a 6 month period of time both administration & quality assurance processes will be

adopted to all listed qualifications and moderation and standardisation events run enabling



existing providers to remain active. These events will be online/digital and will be free of charge,

but mandatory to attend for providers to continue delivering awards.

3. In Spring 2022 BCAB will recruit individuals to be members of 2 new technical groups for rescue

and first aid. Those involved with the Lifeguards, either as committee members or providers are

encouraged to apply to be part of these groups due to the levels of expertise and knowledge

they have. Recruitment details for the new technical groups will be shared as soon as they are

ready.

4. Any new awards will have provider recruitment through Delivery Centres, recognising previous

experience and roles held, followed by appropriate orientation events as well as periodic

standardisation. This will replace the existing Lifeguard tutor and coach roles.

It is the view of the BCAB and the Lifeguards Committee that these changes will ensure the long term

viability of the awards, providing them with greater credibility, provider support and support to the

industries and areas where they are used.

First Aid

Qualification Name From 31st March 2022 2022 onwards Notes

Aquatic First Aid AED

Module

BCAB take responsibility

for these courses

introducing quality

assurance processes with

standardisation training

and moderation provided

for providers to remain

current and Delivery

Centres to carry out

verification processes

BCAB establish a Specialist

Technical Group to review,

shape and design first aid

programmes, linked to the

regulatory framework and

aligned to the educational

philosophy. Combining

courses, offering blended

learning approaches and

CPD opportunities. The

NEW First Aid programmes

to be available 2023/2024

Standardisation

training and

moderation

events to be

run at low cost
Aquatic First Aid

Level 1 & 2 Award

Aquatic First Aid

Level 1 Award

Emergency First Aid

Primary First Aid

Rescue

Qualification Name From 31st March 2022 2022 onwards Notes

Canoe Safety Test Due to the small

numbers and low impact

these courses would end,

and that the Foundation

Safety & Rescue Course

(FSRT) and Swimming

Pool Foundation Module

BCAB are reviewing the

FSRT course and will

incorporate appropriate

elements of these

programmes. The NEW

Paddlesport Safety Training

will be made available late

2022/early 2023.

Lower age

groups are

catered for

within the

FSRT and

Swimming pool

module

Junior Canoe Safety

Test



used as an interim

measure.

BCAB has responsibility

for these courses and

quality assurance

processes with

standardisation training

and moderation already

in place

Pool Endorsement

Swim Safety

Qualification Name From 31st March 2022 2022 onwards Notes

Swim Event Safety

Award (SESA)

BCAB take responsibility

for these courses

introducing quality

assurance processes with

standardisation training

and moderation

provided for providers to

remain current and

Delivery Centres to carry

out verification processes

BCAB establish a Specialist

Technical Group to review,

shape and design swim

safety cover using

paddlecraft, linked to the

regulatory framework and

aligned to the educational

philosophy. Combining

courses, offering blended

learning approaches and

CPD opportunities. The

NEW programme will be

made available in 2022

standardisation

training and

moderation

events to be

run at low costSESA Revalidation

Paddlecraft Search and Rescue Technician Award

In addition to the above awards there are still discussions taking place around the future of the

Paddlecraft Search and Rescue Technician Award and a possible Canoe Lifeguards Coach Award.

The Lifeguard Committee

At this stage, no decision about the future role of the Lifeguard committee has been decided. The focus

through 2022 will be to ensure a smooth transition of the awards to BCAB and support to providers.

Annual Consultative Meeting

The Lifeguard Committee will be holding their Annual Consultative Meeting on Saturday 29th January

2022, where this proposal will be discussed further. Details on the ACM can be found on the website -

www.bclifeguards.org.uk

http://www.bclifeguards.org.uk

